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The relatively new and still growing field of 3D-printing has opened up the
possibilities to manufacture patient-specific medical devices with high geometrical
accuracy in a precise and quick manner. Additionally, biocompatible materials are a
demand for all medical applications while biodegradability is of importance when
developing scaffolds for tissue growth for instance. With respect to this, this
project consisted of developing biocompatible and bioresorbable polymer blend
and composite filaments, for fused deposition modeling (FDM) printing. Poly(lactic
acid) (PLA) and polycaprolactone (PCL) were used as supporting polymer matrix
while hydroxyapatite (HA), a calcium phosphate with similar chemical composition
to the mineral phase of human bone, was added to the composites to enhance the
biological activity. PLA and PCL content was varied between 90–70 wt% and 10-30
wt%, respectively, while the HA content was 15 wt% in all composites. All materials
were characterized in terms of mechanical properties, thermal stability, chemical
composition and morphology. An accelerated degradation study of the materials
was also executed in order to investigate the degradation behavior as well as the
impact of the degradation on the above mentioned properties. The results showed
that all processed materials exhibited higher mechanical properties compared to
the human trabecular bone, even after degradation with a mass loss of around 30%
for the polymer blends and 60% for the composites. It was also apparent that the
mineral accelerated the polymer degradation significantly, which can be
advantageous for injuries with faster healing time, requiring only support for a
shorter time period.
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Populärvetenskaplig sammanfattning
Patientanpassade proteser och implantat med avseende på storlek och geometri har länge
varit en svårbemästrad uppgift eftersom det kräver en tillverkningsprocess med väldigt hög
precision och noggrannhet. Minsta lilla avvikelse från patientens mått och geometri och du
har en produkt som inte passar. En relativt ny teknik har däremot på senaste tiden öppnat upp
stora möjligheter för att snabbt, enkelt och billigt kunna tillverka proteser och implantat helt
utifrån patientens egna storlek och geometri, nämligen den omtalade 3D printningen, eller
additiv tillverkning. Inom medicintekniska applikationer är tekniken relativt ny, däremot har
den använts inom bil- och flygindustrin i över tre decennier. Utöver utvecklingen av komplexa
3D strukturer baserade på metaller så har utvecklingen av de biologiskt nedbrytbara
materialen ökat användningen av tekniken ytterligare för att förenkla tillverkningen av
patientanpassade implantat och proteser, men även tillverkningen av särskilda kirurgiska
hjälpmedel.
3D printning, eller 3D utskrivning, bygger upp tredimensionella objekt genom att lägga tunna
lager av material ovanpå varandra baserat på en digital ritning. Den digitala ritningen anger
också alla mått, i alla riktningar, som 3D skrivaren följer och skriver ut objekten utefter.
Moderna skrivare kan skriva ut med material så som bland annat plast, metall och glas. Fused
deposition modelling (FDM) skrivare är en typ av skrivare som bygger upp strukturer genom
att smälta plast som därefter sprutas ut genom ett munstycke och därpå bygger upp lager för
lager med den smälta plasten. Lagren fogas samman när den smälta plasten stelnar, vilket den
gör nästan direkt efter den lämnat munstycket. Materialen till FDM skrivare kallas ofta för
filament och kan liknas vid tunna plasttrådar. Standarddiametrarna för dessa filament är 1,75
mm eller 2,85 mm.
Men, för att kunna skriva ut proteser och implantat med dessa skrivare behövs material som
kroppen accepterar och inte stöter ifrån, de måste vara biokompatibla. Till FDM skrivarna som
skriver ut med plast behövs därför nya plaster utvecklas, som klarar av att smältas ned och
skrivas ut med utan att materialen ändrar sammansättning. Plasterna får alltså inte påverkas
av smältprocessen på så vis att de bryts ner och bildar för kroppen giftiga biprodukter, vilka i
så fall orsakar skadliga effekter. I de fall när implantaten endast ska vara ett tillfälligt stöd för
kroppen är det också viktigt att materialen kan brytas ned av kroppen själv i samma takt som
de till exempel hjälper till att läka ut nytt ben. Detta för att undvika att ytterligare operationer
behöver göras och därför minimera läknings- och tillfriskningsperioden markant för patienten.
Dessutom är det viktigt att säkerställa att inga farliga biprodukter bildas vid nedbrytningen av
materialet, vilka skulle kunna orsaka förödande inflammationer och skador i kroppen, och
främst vid det behandlade området.
Syftet med det här arbetet var därför att tillverka olika plast- och kompositfilament med
liknande mekaniska egenskaper som det mänskliga benet. Till samtliga filament användes två
biologiskt nedbrytbara plaster som också är accepterade av kroppen, nämligen polylaktid
(PLA) och polykaprolakton (PCL). PLA har en snabbare nedbrytningshastighet jämfört med
PCL. Nackdelen vid nedbrytning av PLA, jämfört med PCL, är dock att den släpper ifrån sig sura
biprodukter, vilket i stora mängder kan försura miljön i kroppen, som i sig kan skada kroppens
celler. För att få kompositfilament tillsattes hydroxyapatit till plastblandningarna, som är ett
mineral med liknande sammansättning som mineraldelen i naturligt ben. Syftet med att
tillsätta mineralet var att få ett material som hjälper till att återskapa nytt ben i kroppen.
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Plasternas uppgift är därmed att agera som stödmaterial medan mineralet står för aktivering
av biologiska funktioner. Mängden PLA och PCL i filamenten varierade mellan 70-90 respektive
10-30 viktprocent, medan mineralmängden i alla kompositfilament var 15 viktprocent.
Materialens egenskaper undersöktes med avseende på mekaniska egenskaper, termisk
stabilitet, kemisk komposition och morfologi för att säkerställa att 3D printningsprocessen inte
skadade materialen. Dessutom så utfördes en nedbrytningsstudie för att utreda hur de
tidigare nämnda egenskaperna påverkades i takt med att materialen bröts ner.
Sammanfattningsvis visade alla materialen prov på att de är skrivbara och inga förändringar i
kemisk struktur kunde påvisas, vilket tyder på att materialen är de samma före som efter
printningen och därmed klarar av de högre temperaturerna som krävs för att smälta ner och
skriva ut materialen. Det framgick också att de mekaniska egenskaperna hos alla tillverkade
materialen var högre än hos det mänskliga trabekulära benet, även efter
nedbrytningsprocessen, vilket tyder på att de har goda förutsättningar för att kunna ge
mekaniskt stöd vid frakturer i det trabekulära benet. Det var också tydligt att mineralet i
kompositmaterialen accelererade nedbrytningseffekten, vilket kan vara fördelaktigt vid
skador som har en snabbare läkningstid och endast behöver stöd en kortare tid.
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1. Background
Even though the 3D printing technology was developed in the beginning of the 80s and has
been used in the automobile and aeronautical industries for over three decades it is a
relatively new, but rapidly growing, technology in the medical field [1]. Despite the
development of complex structures based on metals, the incorporation of biodegradable
polymers and composites has further boosted the 3D printed applications in the biomedical
field. The combination of high resolution imaging with additive manufacturing has for instance
enabled the development of guided implants for surgery and patient-specific implants.
Overall, the technology has revolutionized the healthcare system by offering the opportunity
to customize implants and prostheses to the patients [1].
3D printing, also referred as additive manufacturing (AM), is a technique where 3D objects
based on designed computer models are fabricated by fusing materials together, most often
in a layer by layer manner [2-4]. Fused deposition modelling (FDM) for instance, which is one
common 3D printing technique, manufactures 3D objects quickly and precisely by melting
filaments of thermoplastic polymers while extruding them through a nozzle and depositing
the melted materials onto a build plate with high geometrically accuracy according to the
designed computer model [1-3]. Due to the quick processing time, as well as enhanced
productivity and low cost, FDM has attained a lot of interest for fabricating medical devices
[1]. In addition, the technique also heavily reduces the environmental impact since almost no
material needs to be cut away, which reduces the waste compared to conventional processing
techniques, since the objects are formed into required shape from the beginning instead of
having a bulk material and remove the excess material to get the right shape. Consequently,
there is an increasing global demand for investigating new synthetic and natural materials
which possesses good printability and overall 3D printing processability, and of course are
biocompatible. Thus, thermoplastic polyesters seem promising since many of them exhibit
properties such as biocompatibility [3]. Biodegradability is also of great importance when
developing polymer scaffolds for regenerative purposes which are further expected to assist
the body’s own tissue and cell growth during treatment of an injury where an implant is only
needed temporary [5]. So to avoid the need for removal of the implant through a second
surgery it is beneficial if the scaffold can be made out of a biodegradable material which
degrades in the body, at the same rate as the healing process occurs without eliciting
inflammatory response.
In consideration of the above mentioned requirements, polylactic acid (PLA), a linear aliphatic
thermoplastic polyester, is of high interest for biomedical applications since it is FDA approved
for clinical usage [6], biocompatible and bioresorbable as well as it possesses attractive
mechanical properties such as high stiffness and high modulus and can also be fabricated from
renewable resources, such as from corn for instance [7-10]. Previous research has reported
that PLA degrades at temperatures around 350°C [11], which means that it can be extruded
and printed at relatively high temperatures without causing any destructive side effects on
the material. In 2010, PLA was seen as one of the top most important biopolymers [5] with its
extensive use in the medical field such as for medical implants, bone fixation and
reconstruction, (bone) tissue engineering, drug delivery system and suture material [5,9,12]
among others. However, the high brittleness of PLA is a drawback that needs to be overcome
when considering its mechanical properties. To increase the PLA toughness, it is possible to
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add plasticizers, rigid fillers and copolymers, as well as blending it with suitable minerals to
obtain a polymer composite that can improve the mechanical properties of PLA to an extent
that satisfies its use in specific applications [7-9].
Polycaprolactone (PCL) is another biocompatible and bioresorbable semi-crystalline aliphatic
polyester, which is FDA approved [6], with promising properties for medical devices
[8,9,13,14]. However, contrary to PLA, PCL is a ductile, i.e. more flexible polymer at room and
body temperature. Hence, it cannot be used alone in load bearing applications, but by
combining these two polymers they can provide a polymeric matrix more suitable for bone
applications than what they could alone – in fact, PCL has been reported to improve the
toughness of the brittle PLA [8,9,14]. PCL also possesses unique thermoplastic properties
when comparing it to other thermoplastics. For example, it has a low melting point of 60°C
and a high decomposition temperature between 350-400°C which makes it easy to process
and allows it to be extruded and printed at high temperatures without giving rise to any
changes in the chemical composition [11,13]. It has also been reported that PCL has a very
slow degradation rate [3], up to four years in some conditions [13], which can be preferable if
the healing process is slow and the injury needs support for a longer period of time. Though,
while studying the degradation behavior of PCL in rats, clinical studies report that PCL can
degrade over a two-year period [15].
Both PCL and PLA are widely available and used in 3D printing technology, which together with
their low cost make them suitable candidates to be combined alone or with other polymers
or fillers for instance [1]. It has also been reported that polymer composites have been
developed by adding conventional biomaterials such as hydroxyapatite (HA) and tricalcium
phosphate (TCP) into the PCL matrix, which resulted in higher printability, higher mechanical
stability, enhanced biocompatibility and greater tissue integration for orthopedic applications
due to its chemical and structural similarity to native bone minerals, but also increased
degradation rate [1,13,15]. However, there is an absence in information in literature regarding
development of composite filaments with both PLA and PCL serving as the supporting matrix
for incorporation of conventional biomaterials.
HA, itself, is a degradable biological ceramic that possesses good osteoconductivity and
biocompatibility which gives good ability to stimulate bone growth as well as promote
adhesion of tissues due to occurring reactions between the ingoing Ca2+ ions in HA and
surrounding carboxy-containing amino acids, proteins and organic acids for instance [6,12].
The reason for why it should be incorporated into a polymer matrix and not be used alone as
a scaffold material is that it is very brittle [16], which is unsuitable for supporting treatment
of weight-bearing bones. However, there are some challenges that need to be overcome when
developing polymer composite filaments for 3D printing. The manufactured filaments need to
be able to withstand the extrusion through the nozzle of the printer, meaning the filaments
have to be produced with a specific and consistent size and strength throughout the whole
filament [5].
The degradation process of polymers is known as a chemical reaction which causes cleavage
of main-chain bonds resulting in products as shorter oligomers, monomers, and/or other low
molecular weight degradation by-products [13]. However, polyesters (such as PLA and PCL)
essentially degrade via three pathways such as degradation by biological agents, chemical
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route or a physical means. Hydrolytic scission of the chains is the most common degradation
pathway for high molecular-weight aliphatic polyesters and follow this reaction path way:
–COO + H2O à –COOH + –OH-,
while degradation by biological agents mostly only occurs during the later stage of
degradation on lower molecular weight by-products (Mn < 5000) [13]. Hydrolytic degradation
can occur through two different main pathways, bulk degradation or surface degradation.
During bulk degradation, which occurs when the diffusion of media is faster than the reaction
occurs on the surface, the molecular weight of the polymer reduces. This due to chain scission
of the polymers by chemical hydrolysis in the presence of water, and thereby release of
degraded carboxyl and hydroxyl end group by-products. The carboxyl groups can then
produce carboxylic acid, which stimulate an auto catalytic hydrolysis of the ingoing ester
bonds, which increases the degradation. PLA itself also releases lactic acids during
degradation, which can further increase the acidity environment. The other hydrolysis
pathway, surface degradation, occurs when the diffusion of media into the bulk is slower than
the surface reaction. Oppositely to bulk degradation, the molecular weight stays intact in this
process due to the surface by-products diffusing out to the media, which instead gives rise to
material thinning [13,18]. So when developing scaffold materials from biodegradable
polymers and minerals knowledge about their degradation rate is of great importance, and
also degradation by-products, since different injuries require different healing times and the
scaffold should by no means cause any toxic effects in the body when degrading. The
degradation rate depends on several factors such as chemical structure, molecular weight,
porosity, degree of crystallinity, surface/volume ratio, manufacturing methods, implantation
site, applied load, degradation temperature and pH of the degradation medium [18]. Higher
degradation temperatures will for instance increase the rate of hydrolysis which in turn speeds
up the degradation process. This means that it is possible to adjust some factors to execute
accelerated degradation studies within a shorter period of time to obtain degradation profiles
similar to that obtained at normal long term biological degradation, which helps researchers
saving both time and money [18,19]: depending on the polymer it can take several years for
it to completely degrade in physiological environment [11,19]. For instance, it is reported that
PLA can completely degrade in vivo within 12 months as well as up to 5 years, depending on
the amount of crystallinity [20]. By using an acidic or basic medium it is also possible to
accelerate the degradation. The acidic or basic environment increases the hydrolysis of
polyesters and mimic physiological conditions better than for example increasing the
degradation temperature [13].

1.1 Aim
This work was therefore based on preparing solvent mixed blends with different compositions
of PLA and PCL and to extrude them into printable filaments for FDM-based 3D printers.
Polymer composite filaments were also prepared, with the same method, by adding a calcium
phosphate, namely HA, to the blends. The content of PLA in the mixtures ranged between 7090% by weight meanwhile the contents of PCL incorporated ranged between 10-30% by
weight, and in the cases were HA was incorporated it was added in the amount of 15% by
weight. The mineral amount was chosen in order to obtain the closest composition of natural
bone. However, due to the high brittleness of both PLA and HA too high amounts of HA cannot
be used [9,17]. Though, small amounts of mineral do enhance the bioactivity, surface
3

roughness and degradation rate compared to pure polymers [13,18,21], which is why 15% was
chosen for this study. The aim with the combination of PLA and PCL was then to provide a
more suitable polymer matrix for bone applications when minerals are incorporated, in order
to enable development of composite filaments for FDM-based 3D printing. The effects of
different compositions of the polymers and mineral on the morphology, thermal stability,
chemical composition and mechanical properties in the polymer blends and composites were
investigated by Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM), Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC),
Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA), Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR) and
mechanical compression tests. An accelerated degradation study on dense cylinders in 0.1 M
sodium hydroxide (NaOH) was also executed in order to investigate the degradation behavior
of the polymers as well as the impact of the degradation on the morphology, thermal stability,
chemical composition and the mechanical properties.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1 Materials
Two biodegradable polymers were used in this project: polylactic acid (PLA; transparent
filament, 2.85 mm; 3D4makers) and polycaprolactone (PCL; CapaTM 6800; pellets; The
Perstorp Group, Sweden; MW = 80000 g/mol) (PCL; Facilan™ PCL100, filament, 2.85 mm;
ElogioAM 3D materials). Calcium phosphate in form of hydroxyapatite (HA, MW = 310.18
g/mol) was supplied from Merck and sieved below 75 µm before use. Dichloromethane (Fisher
Scientific, >= 99%, laboratory reagent grade, MW = 84.93 g/mol) was used as dissolving agent
when solvent mixing the polymer blends and composite materials (Table 1) while NaOH
(Sigma-Aldrich, pellets, MW = 40.00 g/mol) was used as dissolving media for the degradation
study.
Table 1. Developed blends and composites with the amount of PLA, PCL and CaP in wt%. The pure PLA and PCL were not
developed by solvent mixing but used as reference materials in the form of filaments as ordered.

Designation
PLA
PCL
90PLA10PCL
80PLA20PCL
70PLA30PCL
90PLA10PCL-15HA
80PLA20PCL-15HA
70PLA30PCL-15HA

PLA (wt%)
100
90
80
70
90
80
70

PCL (wt%)
100
10
20
30
10
20
30

CaP (wt%)
15
15
15

2.2 Sample preparation
2.2.1 Polymer blends
All batches, two of each polymer blend with a total amount of 25 g respectively, were
prepared in the same way if not stated otherwise. Additionally, two batches with a total
amount of 50 g of 70PLA30PCL were also prepared. PLA filament was cut into smaller pieces
(1-3 cm) and weighted before it was let to dissolve in a beaker containing 500 mL
dichloromethane during agitation. Thereafter, PCL (pellets) was weighted and added to the
mixture, with homogeneously dissolved PLA, and let to dissolve during agitation. The
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dissolution process ranged from one hour to five hours, depending on composition. The
polymer blend was then casted into a crystallizer, when PCL was homogeneously dissolved,
and left in a hood at room temperature for solvent evaporation for at least 20 hours.
Thereafter, the crystallizer with the casted film was put into an oven (37°C) for 20 minutes to
ensure all solvent was evaporated. The film was then removed and cut into pieces before
stored in hermetic containers to avoid moisture absorbance.
2.2.2 Composite blends
The composite mixtures were prepared in the same way as the polymer blends described
above, except that the mineral (HA) was let to homogenize in the dichloromethane for at least
15 minutes before the polymers were added to the beaker, both at the same time. Thereafter,
the polymers were let to dissolve and homogenize during agitation for at least 4 hours. Grain
size of the mineral used for each composite batch was 25 µm < x < 75 µm. For the composite
materials, six batches of 50 g each were prepared.

2.3 Filament preparation
Before extruding filaments, the cut film pieces were grinded with a SHR3D IT from 3devo.
Thereafter, a 3devo filament maker (PRECISION 350) was used to extrude the filaments with
a diameter of approximately 2.85 mm. Extruder settings for each sample composition can be
found in Table 2.
Table 2. Extrusion settings for each material.

Sample
90PLA10PCL
80PLA20PCL
70PLA30PCL
90PLA10PCL-15HA
80PLA20PCL-15HA
70PLA30PCL-15HA

Heater 4
170
170
140
170
170
140

Temperatures (°C)
Heater 3
Heater 2
185
190
185
190
155
160
185
180
185
190
155
160

Heater 1
180
180
160
175
180
160

Speed (rpm)
5
5
6
5
5
6

Fan speed (%)
70
60
60
70
70
60

2.4 FDM printing
An Ultimaker S5 was used for printing the different filaments. A print core made of brass with
a nozzle size of 0.4 mm (AA 0.4) was used for printing the polymer blends while a print core
made of ruby, to be able to withstand the abrasive wear from the mineral, was used for the
composite filaments. Due to the lack of availability of ruby print cores with nozzle sizes of 0.4
mm, a print core with a nozzle size of 0.6 mm (CC 0.6) was used instead. Ultimaker Cura version
3.6.0 and 4.0.0 were used as the slicer software and for setting the printing parameters. Dense
or full infill density (100%) cylinders of 6 x 6 x 12 mm3 were printed for both compression test
and degradation study samples (Figure 1). Printing temperature, build plate temperature and
fan speed were the same for all materials printed for the compression tests, except when
printing with pure PCL, which required a lower printing temperature and a cooler build plate
see Table 3. PCL also required further improvement of the adhesion by kapton tape onto the
build plate, compared to the other materials were 3D lac was used. An external fan for faster
cooling was also needed for PCL, and the cylinders had to be printed one by one. Same settings
were used when printing the cylinders for the degradation study, except for pure PCL. The
5

printing temperature and build plate temperature were then increased to 85°C and 40°C
respectively when printing for the hour time points (6h, 24h, 48h, 72h). They were also printed
without the external fan but several at a time with longer distances between each other to
increase the traveling time of the print head and hence the cooling time of the cylinders. The
adhesion also needed further improvements which were made by using a thicker type of
“painters tape” and 3D lack on top of the tape. The cylinders for the day time points (7d, 14d,
21d and 28d) were instead printed laying down, and with support, due to the detaching
problem when reaching a certain height and the large amount of cylinders needed for the
study. Due to this, the print speed could be increased to 30 mm/s and the print temperature
increased to 160°C.

3

Figure 1. Solid cylinder with 100% infill density for compression test, with the dimensions of 6 x 6 x 12 mm .

Table 3. Print settings for the cylinders.

Sample

Batch

Pure PLA
Pure PCL
90PLA10PCL
80PLA20PCL
70PLA30PCL
90PLA10PCL-15HA
80PLA20PCL-15HA
70PLA30PCL-15HA

1&2
1&2
3&4
1&2
1&2
1-6

Print speed
(mm/s)

Build plate
temperature
(°C)
60
30

Adhesion
improver

Fan speed
(%)

70
10

Nozzle
temperature
(°C)
200
80

3D lac
kapton tape

25
25
50
50
50
50

200
200
200
200
200
200

60
60
60
60
60
60

3D lac
3D lac
3D lac
3D lac
3D lac
3D lac

100
100 +
external fan
100
100
100
100
100
100

2.5 Attenuated Total Reflectance Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (ATR-FTIR)
For chemical characterization of the samples, Attenuated Total Reflectance Fourier-Transform
Infrared Spectroscopy (Bruker, Tensor 27) measurements were performed. A diamond crystal
was used and each spectrum was recorded with a total of 64 scans, a resolution of 4 cm-1 and
between the range of 400-4000 cm-1.

2.6 Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC)
Thermal characterization was carried out by using a differential scanning calorimeter (DSC),
model DSC Q2000. The sample weight varied between 6-10 mg. Pan and lid (Tzero Aluminum
Hermetic) were weighted together and tarred before a sample was put in the pan and the lid
was sealed with a blue press. The pans with the samples were then inserted into the
instrument on a specific location number. Thereafter, a Heat-Cool-Heat procedure was
executed with the first heating scan set to 10°C/min up to 200°C from room temperature, the
cooling scan went down to -100°C with a cooling rate of 5°C/min followed by the second
6

heating scan with 10°C/min to 200°C. The measurements were executed under a nitrogen
atmosphere with a nitrogen flow of 50 mL/min. All presented DSC data are from the second
heating scan, after the thermal history was removed by the first heating.

2.7 Thermogravimetric Analysis (TGA)
For TGA measurements a TGA Q500 was used. The sample weight varied between 17-23 mg
and were placed into platinum pans. A heat rate of 10°C/min was used to go from room
temperature to the upper temperature limit set to 800°C, a nitrogen flow of 50 mL/min was
also used during the measurement.

2.8 Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM)
Morphological characterization of the filaments and the casted films was performed by using
scanning electron microscopy (SEM) (Hitachi tabletop microscope TM1000) with an
acceleration voltage of 15 kV. Cross sections of fracture surfaces of the films and the filaments,
as well as the film surfaces were studied on both the polymer blends and the composites. All
samples were sputtered with gold/palladium prior to analysis by using an Thermo VG Scientific
POLARON SC7640 Sputter Coater in order to avoid electrostatic charging of the samples during
the analysis. Sputter settings used to obtain a 4-5 nm layer thickness were 2500 mA, 2000 V
and 40 second sputter time.

2.9 Compression test

Compression tests were performed on 6 x 6 x 12 mm3 dense cylinders under ambient
conditions by using a Shimadzu AGS-X materials tester to investigate the mechanical
characteristics of the different materials. Before the actual compression measurement all
specimens were pre-loaded twice with a 10 kN load cell with a force corresponding to a strain
between 2-4% for each sample [22]. Thereafter, force was applied, measured by a 10 kN load
cell, at a cross head speed of 1 mm/min. 6-11 specimens for each type of material were used
for the compression test and the stiffness (elastic modulus) and yield point were reported.
The elastic modulus was determined by taking the slope of the initial linear region of the
stress-strain curve, with any toe region neglected, while the compressive strength was taken
as the yield point (if any) or as the 2% offset load (whichever occurred first) in accordance with
ISO 5833:2002.

2.10 Degradation studies

An accelerated degradation study was executed on printed 6 x 6 x 12 mm3 dense cylinders, in
0.1M NaOH over a four-week period in order to investigate the degradation rate of the
polymers in different compositions. Before starting the experiment, all cylinders were dried
overnight in an oven at 37°C and thereafter weighted to obtain the start weight (W0).
Afterwards, the cylinders were immersed individually into 15 mL falcon tubes containing 10
mL of 0.1M NaOH and were thereafter stored in an oven at 37°C. The media was refreshed
every third day. The cylinders were then removed at specified time intervals at which time
they were rinsed thoroughly with Milli-Q water three times and then dried overnight at 37°C.
After overnight drying, the weight of the cylinders was recorded and all specimens were then
stored in a desiccator until each test were performed to avoid moist absorbance.
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2.10.1 Physico-chemical characterization
Compositional changes onto the surface of the cylinders were analyzed by FTIR, DSC and TGA
measurements, with the same settings as mentioned in previous sections (2.5, 2.6 and 2.7).
Morphological changes on the surfaces were observed by SEM (Zeiss Merlin Gemini Scanning
Electron Microscope) with both in-lens detector and secondary electron detector and an
acceleration voltage of 5 kV, except for the 28-day time point, then the same microscope as
in section 2.8 was used. The percentage of weight loss (WL) of all specimens was determined
by using following equation:
!" % =

&' (&)
&'

∗ 100

(1)

where W0 is the initial mass and WF is the final mass of degraded sample at each time point
after drying. All physico-chemical characterizations were performed after 6, 24, 48 and 72
hours as well as 7, 14, 21 and 28 days.
2.10.2 Mechanical characterization
Compression tests were performed at 7, 14, 21 and 28 days using six specimens per time point
for each type of material to investigate changes in the mechanical properties. A 5 kN load cell
was applied to each cylinder with a cross head speed of 1 mm/min. No pre-loading before the
compression test was applied on these cylinders since the polymer chains were assumed to
have aligned themselves during the degradation. The elastic modulus (E) and yield point were
determined from the obtained stress-strain curves.

3. Results and Discussion
The reported polymer blends and composites were all extrudable and printable. However,
depending on the material composition the materials needed some adjustments in extrusion
temperature, see Table 2. Higher content of PCL required lower temperatures due to the
lower melting temperature of PCL. Attempts to develop blends with higher PCL content were
also made, 50PLA50PCL and 20PLA80PCL, but due to the low melting temperature of PCL,
compared to PLA, they were not extrudable into round shaped filament with desired diameter
in the same conditions as the ones included in the report. Blends with higher PCL content
hence demand improved and faster cooling system to be extrudable.
However, all blends and composites could be printed at the same temperature as pure PLA.
Pure PCL on the other hand, required decreased print temperature and lower build plate
temperature, as well as an external fan to facilitate solidification of the melted filament, see
Table 3. For further improvement of the attachment of the printed materials to the build plate,
3D lac was used. In the case of pure PCL, kapton tape was needed, and even thicker “painters
tape” + 3D lac in some situations. Printability of the processed materials were also decreased
if the filament diameter were thinner than 2.50 mm or exceeded 3.00 mm, due to limitations
in the feeder gears of the printer.

3.1 Chemical characterization – ATR-FTIR
Spectroscopic analyses of the chemical composition of all samples produced were carried out
through Attenuated Total Reflectance Fourier Transform Infrared (ATR-FTIR, Bruker tensor
27). Figure 2.a) depicts the FTIR spectra of the processed polymer blends (filament) as well as
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the spectra of pure PLA (filament) and PCL (filament) in the range of 400-4000 cm-1. No
changes in spectra could be observed between the materials in the form of films, filaments or
after printing, hence only one spectrum is reported. No changes between the different forms
of the materials also indicates that neither the extrusion nor the printing process affected the
chemical composition in the materials. Characteristic bands for both PLA and PCL were found
in accordance with spectrums reported in previously studies [5,17,23,24]. For instance, the
signals located at 2995 cm-1 and 2950 cm-1 for pure PLA as well as the signals located at 2947
cm-1 and 2865 cm-1 for pure PCL corresponds to stretching vibration of –CH2 groups in the main
and side chain of each polymer while the band at 1750 cm-1 for PLA and 1720 cm-1 for PCL both
corresponds to stretching of C=O groups. Moreover, the band detected at 1453 cm-1 in pure
PLA corresponds to CH3 bending, the bands at 1180 cm-1 and 1082 cm-1 are characteristic
signals corresponding to C–O–C vibrations and the band at 867 cm-1 aroused due to vibration
of C-COO. However, the characteristic signals for pure PCL were hardly noticeable in the
blends. This might be due to the minor content of PCL (10-30 wt%) compared to PLA (90-70
wt%). It could also be due to too quick measurement, 64 scans, and low resolution of 4 cm-1.
On the contrary, all characteristic bands observed for pure PLA could be found in the blends.
It was also apparent that no significant shift in wavenumber was detected for neither of the
blends, which implies that no or only little interactions occurred within PLA and PCL upon
blending [23].
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OH-
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Figure 2. FTIR spectra of a) pure PCL, pure PLA and the processed polymer blends and b) pure PCL, pure PLA, HA powder and
the processed composites.

As depicted in Figure 2.b), in addition to the bands corresponding to the pure polymers found
in the polymer blends, the processed composites also included characteristic bands
corresponding to the mineral. By comparing the spectra for HA (purple line) with the
composites (lighter shades of purple) it is possible to distinguish the characteristic signals
obtained at 601 cm-1 and 561 cm-1, corresponding to the vibrations of the phosphate group
(PO43-) [17,25,26], in HA even in the composites, but not in the pure PLA and PCL. This indicates
the existence of mineral in the composites. Moreover, characteristic bands at 1091 cm-1, 1026
cm-1 and 962 cm-1 were also detected for the HA powder, also associated with PO43- vibrations,
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as well as the band at 631 cm-1 corresponding to stretching of the hydroxyl group (OH-) in HA
[17,25,26]. Of these last mentioned bands, only the band for the hydroxyl group could be
detected in the composites. The overlapping of PO43- group from the mineral component,
hydroxyapatite, with the C-O-C band of PLA could explain the hindrance of phosphate bands
for the composites. The PLA bands are then detected due to the major content of PLA (70-90
wt%) in the composites compared to HA (15 wt%). However, from these observations it can
be concluded that PLA:PCL:HA composites have been successfully processed.

3.2 Thermal characterization – DSC
DSC measurements were performed to investigate the thermal behavior of both PLA and PCL
in the processed polymer blends and composites as well as in the pure PLA and PCL (both
pellet and filament). Both the PCL pellet and filament exhibited almost identical thermal
behavior, hence the results reported are from the PCL pellet, since the processed materials
contain the pellet form. In Figure 3.a) the results from the second heating scan is depicted,
showing the thermal behavior of the processed polymer blends and the pure polymers after
their thermal history was removed. Thermal properties, from this second heating scan, such
as glass transition temperature (Tg), cold crystallization temperature (Tcc), melting
temperature (Tm), for these materials are reported in Table 4. However, it can be seen that
the melting peak of pure PCL appears around 55°C, close to the Tg of pure PLA which is
reported to be around 60°C, and both in accordance with literature [11]. The processed
polymer blends exhibit a Tg shifting towards lower temperatures compared to the pure PLA,
around 7°C lower Tg. This in turn means that the glass transition temperature of the blends is
lower than the melting temperature for pure PCL which can also be seen by looking at the
thermograms for the blends. Also, the more PCL content in the blends the bigger peak appears
around Tg, indicating the presence of PCL in the blend since its melting peak overlaps with the
Tg for PLA, and hence gives rise to the increase in peak area. The melting peak of pure PLA
appears around 153°C as previously reported [11], while the polymer blends’ thermal
behavior once again is decreased around 7°C. This indicates that the blends’ thermal
properties (Tg and Tm) lies in between the detected values for the pure polymers, PLA and PCL.
It is also apparent that the cold crystallization temperature (Tcc) of PLA slightly decreases for
the 90PLA10PCL and 80PLA20PCL blends, thus with increasing PCL content. But, Tcc for
70PLA30PCL is higher than the other blends, though still lower than pure PLA. Navarro-Baena
et al. [11] reports that the decrease in Tcc with increasing PCL content might be due to PCL
acting as a nucleation agent for PLA, and hence supports PLA crystallization at lower
temperatures.
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Figure 3. Second DSC heating scan of a) pure PLA, pure PCL and the processed polymer blends and b) pure PLA, pure PCL and
the processed composites.

Table 4. DSC results obtained from the second heating scan for the pure polymers, the processed polymer blends and the
processed composites.

Sample
PLA
PCL (pellets)
PCL (filament)

Tg
(°C)
59.9
-

Tcc
(°C)
133.7
-

Tm,1
(°C)
152.6
54.9
55.5

Tm,2
(°C)
-

90PLA10PCL
80PLA20PCL
70PLA30PCL

52.5
52.7
53.3

121.2
115.0
116.4

147.6
146.0
145.7

-

90PLA10PCL-15HA
80PLA20PCL-15HA
70PLA30PCL-15HA

52.9
53.5
54.5

114.9
111.7
122.6

146.4
144.8
146.3

150.5
149.9

DSC measurements for the corresponding composites are depicted in Figure 3.b). The
composites present similar behavior as the polymer blends with around 7°C decrease in both
Tg and Tm. The increase in peak area around Tg is also visible with increasing amount of PCL for
the composites, and that is also in this case due to the overlap between the Tg of PLA and PCL
melting peak, as for the polymer blends. Similar to the blends, a decrease in Tcc with increasing
amount of PCL for the 90PLA10PCL-15HA and 80PLA20PCL-15HA composites (same PLA:PCL
ratio as the blends previously mentioned) can be detected. This might be due to the same
reason as described above, PCL acts as a nucleating agent for PLA, and hence, supports the
crystallization of PLA at lower temperatures [11]. The 70PLA30PCL-15HA follows the same
trend as the polymer blend with same PLA:PCL ratio, higher Tcc than the other composites but
still lower than pure PLA.
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At the melting peak for 80PLA20PCL-15HA it is also possible to distinguish another small peak
to the right. However, the FTIR results did not show that any other materials were present
than the ones incorporated in the manufacturing process. Instead, this type of double peak
may be due to some structural changes in the PLA polymer during melting, for instance a
crystal reorganization in the matrix [27].

3.3 Thermal characterization – TGA
TGA measurements were performed to further determine the thermal degradation behavior
of PLA and PCL in the processed materials. Figure 4.a) depicts the TG curve, weight loss as a
function of temperature, for each polymer blend as well as the curves for the pure polymers.
It can be seen that all samples remain relatively stable without any major weight loss up to
around 300 °C, while PCL is stable even up to around 400°C. There is only a slight drop in mass
loss for 70PLA30PCL at around 155°C, but then it also remains stable until the main weight
loss occurs at around 370°C for all the blends. This indicates that the selected printing
temperature of 200°C does not have a detrimental effect on these materials. Neither do the
extrusion process decompose the materials. This further supports the results obtained by FTIR
where no changes in chemical composition were detected.
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Figure 4. TGA thermograms of the a) processed polymer blends and pure polymers and b) processed composites and pure
polymers.

It can be further noted that despite the higher melting temperature of PLA (see DSC
measurement), degradation occurs at lower temperatures than for PCL, i.e. around 340°C
(green line), compared to around 410°C (turquoise line). This is in accordance with literature
[11]. Furthermore, the degradation temperatures for the polymer blends lie in between the
degradation temperatures detected for the pure polymers, i.e. the addition of PCL improves
the thermal stability of PLA [11]. Additionally, in Table 5, which reports the maximum
degradation temperatures (marked gray) for the processed materials and the pure polymers
as well as the degradation onset and offset temperatures, it can be seen that the maximum
and onset degradation temperatures are similar for the processed polymer blends and
composites while the offset temperature of degradation increases with increasing PCL
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content. Since the composites exhibit similar decomposing temperature as the polymer
blends, they also exhibit thermal degradation temperatures in-between the pure polymers,
see Figure 4.b). This also evidences that the addition of mineral did not affect the increased
thermal stability of PLA caused by the addition of PCL [11].
Table 5. Degradation temperature of the pure polymers, the processed polymer blends and composites obtained from the
first derivative of the slope in their TGA thermograms.

Sample
PLA
PCL
90PLA10PCL
80PLA20PCL
70PLA30PCL
90PLA10PCL-15HA
80PLA20PCL-15HA
70PLA30PCL-15HA

Degradation temperature (°C)
Onset
Offset
263.4
341.2
372.0
328.5
410.1
466.5
304.8
367.5
420.5
304.7
370.5
434.8
304.4
368.8
454.3
304.4
369.4
412.3
305.6
370.3
422.4
304.1
366.1
432.7

Unlike the increased onset degradation temperature seen in the processed composites, and
polymer blends, Ferri et al. [21] reported that their PLA:HA composites displayed a slight
decrease in onset degradation temperature compared to pure PLA. Their explanation to that
decrease was hydrolysis of PLA, which most probably was initiated by the HA since it is a
hydrophilic compound with high affinity for moisture, which then may have affected the PLA
which is very sensitive to hydrolysis. However, this was not seen for the processed composites
and may be another improvement by the addition of PCL. Furthermore, some differences can
be detected for the composites compared to the polymer blends by looking at their TG curves.
The composites showed a slight weight loss around 125°C, while the polymer blends had their
small drop at around 155°C, which in both cases may be due to release of moisture. However,
after the slight decrease in mass loss the composites also remained stable until the major
weight loss started around 300°C with their degradation maximum at around 370°C.
Furthermore, the amount of mineral can be estimated from the TG analyses. Both
90PLA80PCL-15HA and 80PLA20PCL-15HA showed 15 ± 2% material remaining in the
composite samples after the run, which is the mineral content added into the composites.
Variations of 2% in the mineral content of the composites might be due to efficiency of casting,
solvent evaporation and extrusion of the filaments, as small traces of mineral stuck to the
crystallizers and the extrusion screw. Moreover, a residue of 15% (the mineral content) was
expected since the mineral decomposes at temperatures over 1000°C [28] and the
measurement only went up to 800°C.

3.4 Morphological characterization
SEM analysis of the cross section of the processed polymer blends (Figure 5) exhibit some
morphological changes when comparing them with the cross section of the pure polymers
themselves, PLA and PCL (Figure 6). PLA exhibited a smooth layer-structured morphology and
PCL a smooth fibrous structure while the polymer blends did not exhibit neither of the
morphology structures alone, which indicates blending of them. The blends showed a porous
polymer matrix morphology. Unlike this, Ostafinska et al. [29] reported that PLA:PCL blends
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with a PCL content up to 20–25 wt% displayed a fine phase structure with small particles
incorporated in the matrix, while blends with 30 wt% PCL or more exhibited a more rough
phase structure with larger particles. To further be able to determine if the morphology of the
processed polymer blends match the results reported by Ostafinska et al., imaging with a
secondary electron detector needs to be performed for better analysis of the topography.
Additionally, by observing the different blends in Figure 5 it is possible to distinguish a more
roughened structure as well as larger pores or particles with increased PCL content.
Furthermore, Patrício et al. [30] reported that the minor component in a blend most often
forms a dispersed phase in the continuous phase formed by the major component, which is
most likely seen for the processed blends too, with further support by the results from
Wachirahuttapong et al., Navarro-Baena et al. and Mattaa et al. [8,11,31]. The SEM images
also illustrate that increasing amounts of PCL grants the cross section a more ductile fibrous
appearance compared to the pure PLA cross sections [25].

10 µm

a)

10 µm

b)

10 µm

c)

Figure 5. SEM images of filament cross sections of (a) 90PLA10PCL, (b) 80PLA20PCL and (c) 70PLA30PCL.

a)

30 µm

b)

30 µm

Figure 6. SEM images of filament cross section of (a) pure PLA and(b) pure PCL.

Figure 7 depicts a SEM micrograph of the HA powder used in the composites while Figure 8
depicts the composite materials. By comparing these images with the polymer blends (Figure
5) it is further evidenced that the composites contain minerals, as also verified by the FTIR and
TGA results. It is also apparent that the composites have different morphology than the
polymer blends due to the addition of mineral in the matrix. They exhibit a rougher
morphology compared to the smooth morphology seen for the polymer blends [21].
Incorporation of HA will hence not only increase the bioactivity of the material, the increased
surface roughness could also have an effect on cell adhesion and proliferation [1,13,15,32,33].
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30 µm
Figure 7. SEM image of HA powder.

a)

20 µm

b)

20 µm

c)

20 µm

Figure 8. SEM images of filament cross sections of (a) 90PLA10PCL-15HA, (b) 80PLA20PCL-15HA and (c) 70PLA30PCL-15HA.
Arrows indicate mineral particles incorporated into the polymer matrix.

3.5 Mechanical characterization
Compression tests were performed to evaluate the elastic modulus and compressive strength
of the processed polymer blends and composites using printed solid cylinders. Solid cylinders
of pure PLA and PCL materials were also included as control samples to further analyze any
improvements due to blending and compounding. Stress-strain curves for the pure polymers
and the processed polymer blends are presented in Figure 9.a). Since none of the samples
broke during the measurement the measurements were run until the stress-strain curves
were stabilized.
The pure PLA sample presented the highest compressive strength, in accordance with the
results from a similar study by Nishida et al. [14], were they investigated the effect of PCL
content in PLA:PCL blends regarding Young’s modulus and yield stress. However, it can be
seen that the processed 90PLA10PCL material exhibit a lower compressive stress than the
other two processed polymer blends with more PCL content, which does not agree with the
results from Nishida et al. [14], where the compressive stress decreased with increasing PCL
content. The experiment was repeated twice for the 90PLA80PCL and 80PLA20PCL, with 7
samples for each material each time, but the same trend was obtained, i.e. 80PLA20PCL
exhibited higher compressive stress. Despite the deviation for the 90PLA10PCL blend, the
other blends followed a decreasing trend as the PCL content increased. This effect is related
to the lower strength of PCL (see Figure 9), and in the same way it also decreased the brittle
behavior associated with pure PLA [8,9,14].
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Figure 9. Stress-strain curves obtained from compression test on the pure polymers and the processed polymer blends (a)
and the composites (b).

The calculated elastic modulus and compressive strength for the materials are summarized in
Table 6 which followed similar trend as that of the compressive strength. It can be noted that
despite the lower compressive stress and compressive strength detected for the 90PLA10PCL
blend compared to the 70PLA30PCL, it exhibits a slightly higher value for elastic modulus.
However, it is apparent that the mechanical properties reported for all polymer blends lie in
between the pure polymers, which indicates that the addition of PCL increased the toughness
of PLA. The mechanical properties of the processed polymer blends do also exhibit higher
mechanical properties than the native trabecular bone, but not the cortical bone, (see Table
6) [34], indicating that they have the ability to replace and support at least the trabecular bone
tissue in this perspective.
Table 6. Elastic modulus and compressive strength for all different materials obtained from compression tests as well as
reference values of human bone tissue [34].

Sample

Number of
specimens

E-modulus
(GPa)

Compressive strength
(MPa)

PLA
PCL
90PLA10PCL
80PLA20PCL
70PLA30PCL
90PLA10PCL-15HA
80PLA20PCL-15HA
70PLA30PCL-15HA

6
8
7
7
10
11
8
7

1.66 ± 0.086
0.20 ± 0.069
1.09 ± 0.029
1.57 ± 0.084
1.01 ± 0.073
1.58 ± 0.091
1.26 ± 0.10
1.20 ± 0.070

77 ± 8.4
9 ± 1.9
32 ± 1.1
62 ± 4.2
35 ± 3.2
54 ± 7.6
40 ± 5.1
38 ± 0.76

7-30
0.05-0.5

100-230
2-12

Cortical bone
Trabecular bone

Furthermore, another study investigated the effects of infill density on compressive load for
3D printed pure PLA cylinders. They reported a compressive load of 21 kN on cylinders with
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80% infill [35], same compressive load as obtained for the pure PLA with 100% infill density in
this study. This implies that similar resistance to compressive load can be obtained with 20%
lower infill density, which in turn results in lower material consumption and also faster
printing times.
The impact of the mineral addition on the polymer matrices’ mechanical performance was
also investigated. Figure 9.b) displays the stress-strain curves for the composites, as well as
the pure polymers for comparison. Similar trends as those reported by Nishida et al. [14] were
observed; increasing PCL content decreased the compressive stress, due to the toughening
effect of PCL on PLA [8,9,14]. However, there is only a slightly decrease between the
80PLA20PCL-15HA and 70PLA30PCL-15HA. Moreover, it is possible to see an increase in the
mechanical properties for the 90PLA10PCL-15HA and 70PLA30PCL-15HA composites when
comparing them to corresponding polymer blend, indicating a strengthening effect of the
mineral as stated by other studies [7-9,15,17]. Hence, it is noticeable that the reported
mechanical properties for the composites also exhibit higher values than the trabecular bone
(Table 6).

3.6 Degradation study
For biomedical device applications, it is crucial to investigate whether the material is stable in
physiological fluids. Furthermore, when materials are intended as temporary scaffolds, it is
also pivotal to investigate their degradation behavior and the degradation by-products to
ensure that they do not elicit a detrimental response such as strong immune reactions, loss of
integrity, etc. [36]. For this reason, an accelerated degradation study was executed on 3D
printed cylinders (100% infill density) with the processed materials as well as the pure
reference materials. The accelerated hydrolytic degradation was performed using 0.1M NaOH
(pH ~ 12.91) at 37°C during a four-week period. The mass loss, strength loss, chemical and
thermal changes as well as morphological changes of the printed fibers were analyzed.
3.6.1. Physico-chemical characterization
Firstly, weight loss was evaluated for each composition over 6, 24, 48 and 72 hours using three
specimens per time point as well as 7, 14, 21 and 28 days using 8 specimens per time point.
Figure 10.a) depicts the cumulative weight loss of all samples. It can be seen that the PCL,
which is known to degrade slowly [3,13,15], showed a very low mass loss (0.6%) after the fourweek time period. In contrast, a greater mass loss was observed for pure PLA (19%) and the
polymer blends (around 30%). For a better comparison between each material, see Appendix.
However, since PCL has shown to be more hydrophobic and often shows a higher crystallinity
than PLA [3,9,11], it is expected to see a higher degradation rate for PLA.
By comparing the weight loss of the composite materials with the polymer blends (Figure
10.b)) it is apparent that the addition of mineral, in this study HA, accelerated the polymer
degradation as reported by several earlier studies [13,15]. The composites degraded around
60% during the four-week period, compared to the polymer blends’ 30% weight loss. This is
due to the fact that the addition of HA increases the amorphous phase in the polymer matrix,
at the same time as HA is a hydrophilic compound, which strongly increases the degradation
rate as previously mentioned [3,13]. The hydrophilic behavior of the mineral, further improve
the water absorption on mainly the surface (due to solid cylinders), and thus increasing the
water exposure to the polyester surface area which is very sensitive to hydrolysis and then
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undergo the reaction. It is also possible that the mineral acts as channels for the media to
reach into the bulk of the cylinder since it is dispersed into the whole polymer matrix [13].
Furthermore, all materials in Figure 10 (except PCL) show a non-uniform mass loss, which in
turn indicates cleavage of amorphous regions [3].
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Figure 10. Mass loss in percentage for a) pure PLA, pure PCL and the processed polymer blends and b) composite and
polymer blend materials for easier comparison, during the four-week degradation period.

Even though the polymer blends contained the slow degrading PCL, in addition to PLA, it is
clearly seen that they degraded faster than pure PLA. However, Olewnik-Kruszkowska et al.
[37] also observed an accelerated degradation of PLA:PCL blends compared to the pure PLA.
They explain this occurrence to be due to the plasticizing effect of PCL on PLA, which disrupts
the crystallization process of PLA hence leaving more amorphous regions in the matrix, which
is known to degrade faster. Another explanation to this may be a not 100% infill density of the
cylinders printed with the polymer blends since the processed polymer blend filaments did
not have a completely consistent filament diameter, which sometimes caused a limited
feeding of the filament into the printing nozzle if they were thinner than 2.50 mm or thicker
than 3.00 mm. Hence, the cylinders may have obtained some pores, allowing the medium to
easier diffuse into the bulk and thereafter cause bulk degradation, at the same time as surface
degradation occurred at the surface.
From 7 days the weight loss started to be visible by looking at the cylinders’ surfaces (except
pure PCL) which became less smooth and intact. Degradation was also evidenced by looking
at the supernatant which became less transparent with time. Small surface pieces loosened
from the materials and could be found in the supernatant at the latest time points. The
90PLA10PCL and 80PLA20PCL cylinders also started to degrade from the top at the later time
points, see Figure 11.
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Figure 11. 90PLA10PCL cylinder degraded inside the shell from the top.

However, since the degradation study was executed on solid cylinders (or close to solid),
surface degradation was expected to be the main degradation route. It occurs when the
surface is degraded by hydrolysis at a faster rate than the media diffuses into the bulk. It is
then the formed degradation by-products, mainly cleaved OH groups, that diffuse into the
media and hinder it from reaching the bulk. Consequently, erosion of the polymer occurs
where, in this case, the cylinder becomes thinner due to the fact that the surface material is
shaved off from the bulk cylinder. This in turn do not affect the molecular weight of the
polymer since the surface by-products, which should have lower molecular weight, leaves the
sample by diffusing out to the media [13]. The described thinning effect can be seen for the
cylinders in this study (Table 7), and mainly for the composites when comparing them to the
polymer blends as well as the pure polymers, giving a first indication that surface degradation
has occurred during the accelerated degradation. The cylinder diameters were measured on
three sections on the cylinders and reported as an average. The cylinder heights were
unchanged. Also, Bartnikowski et al. [38] reported that surface erosion is strongly stimulated
by hydroxide anions, meanwhile bulk degradation is more favored by acidic environments.
Which further indicate that surface degradation has occurred in this study, where NaOH was
used as degradation media.
Table 7. Changes in cylinder diameter during degradation.

Material
PLA
PCL
90PLA10PCL
80PLA20PCL
70PLA30PCL
90PLA10PCL-15HA
80PLA20PCL-15HA
70PLA30PCL-15HA

7d
6.1
5.9
5.8
5.9
5.9
5.7
5.8
5.7

Cylinder diameter (mm)
14d
21d
5.9
5.8
6.0
5.9
5.7
5.6
5.7
5.6
5.6
5.6
5.1
4.7
5.3
4.8
5.3
4.7

28d
5.6
5.8
5.3
5.6
5.5
4.3
4.2
4.6

To further investigate the degradation process, SEM images were taken in order to analyze
morphological changes on the surfaces. Figure 12 depicts the changes observed for the
processed polymer blends as well as the pure reference polymers after 6 hours and 21 days.
After 6 hours it can be observed that all surfaces are still mainly smooth and with the printing
structure, layer-by-layer construct, intact. Some indication to pore formation between the
printed layers can though be seen for pure PLA (Figure 12.a)) and 70PLA30PCL (Figure 12.i)),
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while some indication to fiber formation on the surface due to degradation can be
distinguished for 80PLA20PCL (Figure 12.g)). After 21 days it is possible to clearly see the
degradation effect on pure PLA and the processed polymer blends while it is only slightly
observed on pure PCL. This is also in accordance with the weight loss results were it was clearly
seen that PCL degraded much slower than the other materials. The surface of the PCL sample
does still look smooth after 21 days and the printed layers are visible, but it is clear that the
pores seen at the surface are a degradation effect since they are not seen after 6 hours. This
indicate a slow surface degradation in the limited amorphous regions of PCL. Pure PLA and
the polymer blends exhibits a faster degradation which mainly seem to be driven by surface
erosion from the SEM micrographs. For all of them it can be seen that the printed layer
structures have been degraded since the layers are not in close contact with each other
anymore, as shown in the micrographs after 6 hours. In addition to that, it is possible to see
that the before smooth surfaces have become more rough, indicating that material has been
shaved off, as an effect of the erosion [13]. It is also possible to see some differences in the
surface morphology between the different polymer blends, which according to Mohseni et al.
[3] may be due to different reaction rates of the hydrolysis for the blends. For instance,
polymer fibers can be seen on the surface and between the layers for 90PLA10PCL, but not as
clear for the other blends, which may indicate a faster hydrolysis and hence degradation of
the polymers, which is also proved by the bigger mass loss for that sample. Moreover, the
80PLA20PCL sample show larger voids between its’ layers. This is most probably the printed
line structure, that were used for the infill, that has emerged due to complete degradation of
the outer shell. Hence, it might be possible that bulk degradation has occurred at a later stage
due to faster diffusion of the media into the bulk, through these voids, than the rate of surface
hydrolysis. The medium is in contact with the whole polymer during bulk degradation hence
the medium cleaves the polymer chains by hydrolytic chain scissions throughout its bulk
matrix. The degraded by-products, mainly hydroxyl and carboxyl end groups, then diffuses out
of the polymer material through the media and a weight loss can be detected [13].
Furthermore, the 70PLA30PCL also exhibit a predominant surface degradation, similar to the
90PLA10PCL, since the printed layer structure is degraded without any voids. The different
surface morphologies for the polymer blends after 21 days are also shown in Figure 13, where
the smoothened surface of 70PLA30PCL is clearly shown as well as it is also obvious that the
outer shell of 80PLA20PCL is almost fully degraded. The high magnification images are taken
between the print layers for the 90PLA10PCL, inside one of the voids of 80PLA20PCL and just
on the surface of 70PLA30PCL. Degraded free standing fibers are clearly shown for the two
blends with higher amount of PLA while the blend with lowest amount of PLA displays a flaky
structure with embedded polymer fibers.
In contrast to the polymer blends the composites exhibit surface degradation already after 6
hours (see Figure 14). The fast surface degradation is in accordance with the results previously
reported for the weight loss. The printed layer structure is though still intact after 6 hours but
the surface is clearly roughened. Mineral particles can also be seen on the surfaces for all the
composites and may be due to degradation of nearby polymers. However, after 21 days it is
practically impossible to distinguish the print patterns and the surfaces are significantly
degraded. It is however impossible to say if some bulk degradation has taken place as well,
due to the earlier discussion about the mineral acting as channels for the medium to reach
the bulk, since only the surface was analyzed and not the cross section.
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Figure 12. SEM images showing the effect of degradation on the surfaces after 6 hours (top row) and 21 days (bottom row)
in 0.1M NaOH on (a-b) pure PLA, (c-d) pure PCL, (e-f) 90PLA10PCL, (g-h) 80PLA20PCL and (i-j) 70PLA30PCL. Scale bar is the
same for all images, 40 µm.
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Figure 13. SEM images on the surfaces of a-b) 90PLA10PCL, c-d) 80PLA20PCL and e-f)70PLA30PCL after 21 days of
degradation with different magnifications, where the top row is taken at X150 and the bottom row at X5000.

a)

c)

e)

b)

d)

f)

Figure 14. SEM images showing the effect of degradation on the surface after 6 hours (top row) and 21 days (bottom row) in
0.1M NaOH on (a-b) 90PLA10PCL-15HA, (c-d) 80PLA20PCL-15HA and (e-f) 70PLA30PCL-15HA. Scale bar is 40 µm for all
images.
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Unlike the obvious degradation shown by the weight loss and SEM analysis, ATR-FTIR analyses
did not exhibit any clear changes in chemical composition after degradation. Figure 15.a)
depicts the comparison between the spectra of non-degraded and degraded PLA, PCL and
70PLA30PCL blend. The other blends exhibited the same trend and are hence not depicted.
Less intensity can though be noted for the degraded samples but is most likely due to less
contact between the sample and the detection crystal than for the non-degraded samples.
However, it was hypothesized that the FTIR analysis would detect some degradation byproducts, but since the main by-products from hydrolysis of PLA are carboxyl (-COOH) and
hydroxyl (-OH-) groups [3,13,37], their IR bands overlap with the bands detected for pure PLA
and PCL. For instance, the stretching vibration of C=O in the carboxyl group appears around
1700 cm-1, while stretching of the hydroxyl group often is detected around 3000 cm-1 [39],
hence overlapping with the bands associated to C-H and C=O stretching in PLA and PCL.
Though, a small change can be seen in the C=O stretching band for the blends, a double peak
appears after degradation. This is most probably the C=O band corresponding to the PCL that
is appearing due to the degradation of PLA and hence the original minor content of PCL is
increasing compared to the PLA content that is decreasing faster. This effect can also be
evidenced by the shifting in C=O band compared to pure polymers, PLA and PCL. Another
explanation to why there were no clearly bands detected for the degradation by-products
could be due to the fast measurement with 64 scans and a low resolution of 4 cm-1.
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Figure 15. Comparison between IR spectra obtained before and after 28 days of degradation of the a) pure polymers and the
70PLA30PCL blends and b) the 70PLA30PCL blend as well as the 70PLA30PCL-15HA composite.

Like the polymer blends, the composites did not show any clear changes in chemical
composition after degradation, see Figure 15.b). As discussed above, the main reason for this
is the overlapping of characteristic bands for the polymers and their degradation by-products
as well as the quick measurement which may have affected the detection of nearby signals.
Worth to be noted though is that the signals at 601 cm-1 and 561 cm-1, corresponding to the
phosphate group in the mineral is unchanged after degradation as well. This proves that the
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mineral has not been affected by the hydrolytic degradation process, which is in accordance
with literature [13].
Due to the faster degradation of PLA, which releases carboxylic acid during hydrolysis [3,36],
the supernatants were also expected to become more acidic the longer the degradation
period went on. Though, the pH remained quite stable at around 13.5 for all samples during
the whole four-week period, with only a small drop down to around 10.5 for the 80PLA20PCL
blend after 72 hours but then it increased again, see Figure 16.a). And with that, the
conductivity also remained stable, with only one peak corresponding to the decrease in pH
(Figure 16.b)).
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Figure 16. pH (a) and conductivity (b) variation during degradation of the different materials at each time point.

In order to further determine thermal changes in the degraded materials, the pure polymers
as well as in the processed polymer blends and composites, DSC measurements were
conducted. Figure 17.a) depicts the changes obtained in the pure polymers while the changes
obtained for the 90PLA10PCL and 70PLA30PCL blends, edge compositions, are shown in Figure
17.b). A slight decrease in Tg and Tm can be noted for the pure PLA after the degradation period
while the Tm for PCL is unchanged. The reduction in Tg may be a result of a few factors. One
can be due to chain scission during hydrolysis which further causes reduction in molecular
weight of PLA. It can also be the by-products formed during degradation, lactic acid oligomers,
that plasticize the polymer, hence lowering the Tg [36]. Unlike the small difference seen for
the melting temperature of pure PLA after degradation, Olewnik-Kruszkowska et al. [37]
detected a double peak after degradation. This was though after 180 days of degradation in
phosphate buffer solution (pH 7.40) at 37 °C.
The general trend seen for the polymer blends, including the 80PLA20PCL which is not
reported in the plot, was similar Tg and Tm before and after degradation but decreased Tcc for
the ingoing PLA. The shift towards lower temperatures in Tcc could theoretically be an
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indication on that the polymer chains, of the faster degrading PLA, have become shorter
during degradation and hence obtained lower molecular weights [37]. Shorter chains can then
easier rearrange during melting which give rise to the lower temperature needed for
crystallization. But, molecular weight characterization, by for instance gel permeation
chromatography (GPC), needs to be performed in order to be able to prove the hypothesis of
variations in the molecular weight. Even though the melting temperature is similar after
degradation it is still obvious that something has happened due to the double peak formation.
This also point at the formation of shorter chains during degradation, with different molecular
weights compared to the original ones, which too undergo crystal reorganizing during melting,
hence the additional peaks [3,25,37]. The first melting peak is related to the melting of the
primary structure whereas the second is connected to the melting of the newly shaped crystal
structure [3].
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Figure 17. Second heat scan from DSC measurements before and after 28 days of degradation on a) pure PLA and PCL and b)
two of the processed polymer blends.

When looking at the DSC results for the edge composites considering the polymer composition
(Figure 18), a decrease in Tg for PLA can be observed after degradation in contrast to the
polymer blends. This decrease may be a result of the substantial degradation of PLA, as
evidenced by the weight loss and SEM analysis, and hence large increase of lactic acid
oligomers by-products, which as mentioned above can have a plasticizing effect on the
polymers. PCL itself can also have contributed to a plasticizing effect [37] due to its increased
amount in the composite when PLA is the major degrading polymer. Furthermore, the faster
degradation of PLA in the composites compared to the polymer blends might also be an
explanation to why no changes were observed for the Tg in the polymer blends. The PCL
amount, compared to PLA, might have been too small to display a detectable impact.
Otherwise the composites exhibit the same trends for the Tcc and double melting peaks after
degradation as the polymer blends.
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Figure 18. Second heat scan from DSC measurements before and after 28 days of degradation on the two processed edge
composites.

Changes in thermal degradation behavior after degradation of the materials were measured
by TGA. TGA thermograms for the pure polymers and the processed polymer blends after
being degraded in NaOH for 28 days are shown in Figure 19.a) while a comparative
thermogram between the composites and the polymer blends can be found in Figure 19.b).
Thermograms for each non-degraded material can be found in Figure 4 for further
comparison. The main weight loss degradation temperatures for the non-degraded samples
as well as for the samples after 28 days of degradation can be found in Table 8. By comparing
the decomposing temperatures for the degraded polymer blends and pure polymers with the
non-degraded samples the general trends that can be seen along with the degradation time
is a significant increase in decomposing temperature for pure PLA meanwhile the 90PLA10PCL
and 80PLA20PCL blends exhibit a remarkable reduced thermal stability with around 15°C and
25°C decrease in decomposition temperature respectively. 70PLA30PCL blend exhibit no
change after the 28 days’ degradation process. A decreased thermal stability along with a
degradation process can be related to decreased molecular weight according to OlewnikKruszkowska et al. [37]. Why the 70PLA30PCL blend did not show a decrease in degradation
temperature after the time period may hence be due to a more surface specific degradation
process. Which previously mentioned keeps the molecular weight intact since the surface
degradation by-products, with lower molecular weights, leaves the surface by diffusing out to
the media. It may also be due to the larger amount of PCL in the sample, since PLA is degrading
faster, still maintaining the thermal stability in the material.
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Figure 19. TGA thermograms after 28 days of degradation of the a) pure polymers and the processed polymer blends and b)
the processed composites compared with the processed polymer blends.

Table 8. Degradation temperature for the different materials before the degradation study and after being degraded in
NaOH for 28 days.

Sample
PLA
PCL
90PLA10PCL
80PLA20PCL
70PLA30PCL
90PLA10PCL-15HA
80PLA20PCL-15HA
70PLA30PCL-15HA

Degradation temperature (°C)
Non-degraded
28d
341.2
373.9
410.1
411.9
367.5
352.4
370.5
343.1
368.8
368.5
369.4
373.2
370.3
368.5
366.1
376.7

The mineral was not affected by the degradation process since the thermograms for the
composites showed a residue content on not less than the mineral amount added (15 wt%),
see Figure 19.b), which further confirm the mineral incorporation in the composites even after
degradation in accordance with the SEM and FTIR results.
On the contrary to the thermal degradation behavior of the polymer blends, it can be seen in
Figure 19.b) that composites remained more stable after degradation. It can also be seen in
Table 8, by comparing the degradation temperatures for the degraded composites with the
non-degraded composites. Only the 80PLA20PCL-15HA showed a slight decrease in
decomposing temperature, while the other composites exhibited an increased decomposing
temperature. Based on the previous discussion for the 70PLA30PCL blend, it might be the
larger amount of PCL in the samples that increases the thermal stability for the edge
composites. Because, PLA degradation is accelerated by the added mineral, hence the PCL
content is increased compared to the PLA in the original composition. As can also be seen in
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Figure 19.b), the composites exhibit a higher thermal stability than the polymer blends after
the degradation process.
3.6.2. Mechanical characterization
The faster degradation rate of PLA compared to PCL, which has been proven by the other
analysis methods so far, is further evidenced by the compression tests. After 28 days of
degradation it is obvious that the polymer blends exhibited decreased brittleness but
increased toughness when compared to the non-degraded materials (Figure 20.a)). The blends
exhibited a mechanical behavior more similar to pure PCL. Which can be explained by the
decreased amount of PLA due to degradation and hence higher content of PCL, compared to
the original composition. As a result, the blends lost some in the elastic modulus and
compressive strength, reported in Table 9, which is verified when comparing the mechanical
properties with the non-degraded blends in Table 6.
Additionally, the same trend in mechanical properties as seen for the non-degraded
90PLA10PCL can be seen even after 28 days of degradation. That blend displays the lowest
mechanical properties of the processed blends even though it contains the highest amount of
PLA. Still, they are higher than for the human trabecular bone (Table 9), indicating that even
after some degradation it can maintain the mechanical properties needed in order for it to be
able to be a candidate for bone replacement of mentioned bone when considering mechanical
properties. It is also notable that the pure PLA retains its strength even after 28 days of
degradation with a mass loss close to 20%. So does PCL, but this is not as remarkable since it
degrades much slower. However, the results obtained by Mohseni et al. [3] supports this. In
their accelerated degradation study in NaOH they reported that PLA maintained its
mechanical properties even up to 61% mass loss.
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Figure 20. Stress-strain curve from compression test before and after 28 days of degradation on a) the pure polymers and
the processed polymer blends and b) the processed composites.
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Table 9. E-modulus and compressive strength obtained for pure PLA, pure PCL, the processed polymer blends and the
processed composites after 28 days of degradation.

Sample

E-modulus
(GPa)

Compressive strength
(MPa)

PLA
PCL
90PLA10PCL
80PLA20PCL
70PLA30PCL
90PLA10PCL-15HA
80PLA20PCL-15HA
70PLA30PCL-15HA

1.57 ± 0.013
0.172 ± 0.013
0.594 ± 0.26
0.599 ± 0.079
0.591 ± 0.023
1.24 ± 0.19
0.687 ± 0.22
0.339 ± 0.085

82 ± 6.4
12 ± 0.99
20 ± 6.6
34 ± 2.8
32 ± 1.6
34 ± 2.9
24 ± 6.8
5 ± 2.5

Decreased brittleness and increased toughness with increased PCL content can also be seen
for the processed composites after 28 days of degradation, see Figure 20.b). The degraded
composites did also keep the same stress-strain trend as obtained for the non-degraded
samples, i.e. compressive stiffness decreased with increasing amount of PCL. Even though the
composites degraded faster than the polymer blends, they still displayed higher elastic
modulus (except 70PLA30PCL-15HA) than the blends did after degradation (Table 9), which
can be explained by the reinforcement effect of the mineral incorporated into the polymer
matrix. Since the hydrolysis degradation do not affect the mineral, but only the polymers, is
the mineral still intact. And hence along with the polymer degradation the mineral content
will increase, compared to the starting polymer composition, which in turn increases the
mechanical properties [13]. However, it was only the 90PLA10PCL-15HA that exhibited higher
compressive strength than the comparable polymer blend after degradation. Indicating that
the hydrolysis degradation was strongly accelerated by the mineral, which is known to absorb
water due to the hydrophilic nature [13].

4. Conclusions
The aim with this study was to investigate the printing feasibility of custom-made polymer
blends and composites based on PLA, PCL and hydroxyapatite. Such combination was
proposed as a balanced combination of stiffness and toughness for future bone replacement
applications, and then mainly replacing the human trabecular bone. Due to the vast print
capacity of PLA, it was chosen as a structure material to incorporate PCL to increase the
toughness of the otherwise brittle PLA, as well as to integrate HA into the polymer matrix to
obtain biological activity. The biological activity is especially important for bone regeneration
applications.
Table 10 summarizes the extrudability and printability of the different materials, set by the
personal opinion. Complications with the printability only arose if the filament diameter was
thinner than 2.50 mm or thicker than 3.00 mm due to limitations in the feeder gears of the
printer.
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Table 10. Scored summary (0-5) of extrudability and printability of the different materials, where difficult is 0 and easy 5.

Sample
PLA
PCL
90PLA10PCL
80PLA20PCL
70PLA30PCL
90PLA10PCL-15HA
80PLA20PCL-15HA
70PLA30PCL-15HA

Extrudability
5
4
3
3
4
3
3

Printability
5
1
4
4
4
4
4
4

Moreover;
• HA was successfully incorporated to the heteropolymers as depicted from FTIR, TGA
and SEM analysis.
•

The thermal properties of the samples were not affected by either the extrusion nor
the printing process, but an increased thermal stability of PLA due to the addition of
PCL was shown.

•

A slightly reinforcement on mechanical properties was attained for the edge
composites compared to the polymer blends, anyhow, all materials exhibited higher
mechanical properties compared to the human trabecular bone.

•

The degradation study indicated surface hydrolysis due to the thinning effect observed
on the cylinder diameters and the morphological changes on the surfaces observed by
SEM. However, further analysis needs to be performed to be able to determine if bulk
degradation did or did not occur.

•

It was also evidenced that mineral accelerated polymer degradation significantly, with
a 30% mass loss for the polymer blends and 60% mass loss for the composites over the
same amount of time. However, the composites retained the same, or even higher,
mechanical properties than trabecular bone.

5. Future work
To further prove the occurrence of surface degradation, molecular weight characterization by
for instance Gel Permeation Chromatography (GPC) or Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR)
spectroscopy needs to be performed. It is also of interest to further analyze the supernatant
collected along the degradation period in order to analyze if there are some changes in
chemical composition in the media, since no visible changes could be observed by FTIR as well
as no significant changes in pH were measured. Higher resolution FTIR analyzes could also be
of interest to see if nearby signals from the degradation by-products can be detected.
Furthermore, it would be necessary to print more bone like structures and do further
mechanical tests in order to be able to determine the suitability of the processed materials in
bone replacement applications. Degradation study in other types of media, mainly
physiological media, would also be of importance for evaluation of the impact of the
degradation by-products on for instance living cells and tissues.
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Appendix
Degradation study – Mass loss
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Figure 21. Weight loss during 4 weeks of degradation for the pure polymers, the processed polymer blends and the
processed composites; a) PLA, b) PCL, c) 90PLA10PCL, d) 80PLA20PCL, e) 70PLA30PCL, f) 90PLA10PCL-15HA, g) 80PLA20PCL15HA and h) 70PLA30PCL-15HA.
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Degradation study – SEM
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Figure 22. SEM images depicting morphological changes on PLA surface during the degradation period, a) 6h, b) 24h, c) 48h,
d) 72 h, e) 7d, f) 14d, g) 21d and h) 28d. Scale bar is 200 µm for all micrographs.
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Figure 23. SEM images depicting morphological changes on PCL surface during the degradation period, a) 6h, b) 24h, c) 48h,
d) 72 h, e) 7d, f) 14d, g) 21d and h) 28d. Scale bar is 200 µm for all micrographs.
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Figure 24. SEM images depicting morphological changes on 90PLA10PCL surface during the degradation period, a) 6h, b)
24h, c) 48h, d) 72 h, e) 7d, f) 14d, g) 21d and h) 28d. Scale bar is 200 µm for all micrographs.
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Figure 25. SEM images depicting morphological changes on 80PLA20PCL surface during the degradation period, a) 6h, b)
24h, c) 48h, d) 72 h, e) 7d, f) 14d, g) 21d and h) 28d. Scale bar is 200 µm for all micrographs.
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Figure 26. SEM images depicting morphological changes on 70PLA30PCL surface during the degradation period, a) 6h, b)
24h, c) 48h, d) 72 h, e) 7d, f) 14d, g) 21d and h) 28d. Scale bar is 200 µm for all micrographs.
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Figure 27. SEM images depicting morphological changes on 90PLA10PCL-15HA surface during the degradation period, a) 6h,
b) 24h, c) 48h, d) 72 h, e) 7d, f) 14d, g) 21d and h) 28d. Scale bar is 200 µm for all micrographs.
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Figure 28. SEM images depicting morphological changes on 80PLA20PCL-15HA surface during the degradation period, a) 6h,
b) 24h, c) 48h, d) 72 h, e) 7d, f) 14d, g) 21d and h) 28d. Scale bar is 200 µm for all micrographs.
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Figure 29. SEM images depicting morphological changes on 70PLA30PCL-15HA surface during the degradation period, a) 6h,
b) 24h, c) 48h, d) 72 h, e) 7d, f) 14d, g) 21d and h) 28d. Scale bar is 200 µm for all micrographs.
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Degradation study – FTIR
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Figure 30. Comparative FTIR spectra for each material at the different degradation time points. a) pure PLA, b) pure PCL, c)
90PLA10PCL, d) 80PLA20PCL, e) 70PLA30PCL, f) 90PLA10PCL-15HA, g) 80PLA20PCL-15HA and h) 70PLA30PCL-15HA.
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Degradation study – DSC
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Figure 31. Comparative DSC scans (second heating scan) for each material at the different degradation time points. a) pure
PLA, b) pure PCL, c) 90PLA10PCL, d) 80PLA20PCL, e) 70PLA30PCL, f) 90PLA10PCL-15HA, g) 80PLA20PCL-15HA and h)
70PLA30PCL-15HA
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Degradation study – TGA
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Figure 32. Comparative TGA thermograms for each material at the different degradation time points. a) pure PLA, b) pure
PCL, c) 90PLA10PCL, d) 80PLA20PCL, e) 70PLA30PCL, f) 90PLA10PCL-15HA, g) 80PLA20PCL-15HA and h) 70PLA30PCL-15HA
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Degradation study – Compression tests
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Figure 33. Individual comparison of the change in stress-strain curve for each material during the degradation period, a)
pure PLA, b) pure PCL, c) 90PLA10PCL, d) 80PLA20PCL, e) 70PLA30PCL, f) 90PLA10PCL-15HA, g) 80PLA20PCL-15HA and h)
70PLA30PCL-15HA.
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Figure 34. E-modulus calculated from the slope from stress-strain curve obtained from compression tests on the degraded a)
processed polymer blends compared with the pure polymers and b) the processed composites compared to the processed
polymer blends.
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Figure 35. Individual comparison of the change in E-modulus for each material during the degradation period, a) pure PLA,
b) pure PCL, c) 90PLA10PCL, d) 80PLA20PCL, e) 70PLA30PCL, f) 90PLA10PCL-15HA, g) 80PLA20PCL-15HA and h) 70PLA30PCL15HA.
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